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Grateful to the divine grace with his bounty I was able to 

complete the task of  entrepreneurship subject

Thank you to the parents, friends who helped a lot in terms 

of  guidance and struggle in terms of  team spirit and provide 

help when needed.

Honestly, if  a task is done together, it is better because they 

can give to each other. I would also like to express my highest 

appreciation to my lecturers who have provided guidance 

since the beginning of  the lecture. Without Mrs. Huda who 

am I in this subject. I am also grateful to have been given the 

opportunity to be part of  the NURRAYSA team which has 

been a catalyst for my enthusiasm in the field of  

entrepreneurship.

Lastly, I would like to thank you a lot and apologize and 

apologize if  I had any problems in the lecture session with 

Mrs. Huda. With my last hope in life I hope that my ENT 530 

subject portfolio is well received and reviewed
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the ENT 530 subject that was educated by Mrs.

Huda, we were first asked to find a product or company

to sell and to find out how to sell the goods. Basically

it looks easy and once made there will definitely be

resentment. I intan noorashidah have chosen

NURRAYSA cosmetic products which focus on

cosmetics such as make up, eyeshadow, lipstick,

lipmatte foundation and also perfume. Among the

reasons I chose the product is because it is already

recognized to a lot of people in Malaysia and prefer

women in all aspects . This NURRAYSA product also

uses trademarks such as ‘Make up mesra wudhu’.

Finally we were asked to put all our assignment

materials as in the form of a social media portfolio to

complete this ENT 530 assignment.
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GO Ecommerce report



INTRODUCTION 

OF BUSSINESS



NAME AND ADRESS OF BUSSINESS

INTAN NOORASHIDAH BT OZAIZUL (dropship)

                                     
                   

Nurraysa Global Sdn. Bhd. (1163494-D)

Lot 22 Jalan IM 3/9 Kawasan Perindustrian LTAT, Bandar 

Indera Mahkota, 25200 Kuantan, Pahang Darul Makmur.

Office: 09-5701212

Email: nurraysaglobal@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/intanitoznurr

aysa/?ref=pages_you_manage

FACEBOOK PAGE OF INTANITOZ NURRAYSA

https://www.facebook.com/intanitoznurraysa/?ref=pages_you_manage


DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS

History has shown that every effort is sure to be rewarded.

Similarly, products that use the trademark “produk mesra

wudhu " have finally become known to many. Nurraysa

Company puts various types of merchandise business

including bodycare, makeup, skincare, supplements, and even

fashion. This type of product sold has received approval from

KKM and received awards from various parties. Products

that consist of bodycare are like shampoo, soap. Products in

terms of make -up are like make -up set, lipmatte set,

glowing dd moist cake and also collagen lipstick with a price

as low as RM 24 only. Nurraysa also focuses the business

more on women so every product launched is more focused

on women and ablution friendly



Nurraysa is a Mesra Wuduk cosmetic product brand

founded by Nur Aini Zolkepeli. Starting with just

RM500 capital, now the Nurraysa brand has

thousands of agents with more than 150 billboards

installed along highways throughout peninsular

Malaysia. With the goal of creating a

congregational business, he is committed to

mentoring Nurraysa stockists & agents so that they

are able to make 6 figure sales a month!

Nurraysa Awards & Achievements

What is the Story of  Founder Nurraysa?

The founder of  Nurraysa, Puan Nur Aini Zolkepeli is a native 

of  Dungun, Terengganu who managed to achieve millionaire 

status at the age of  23 years. She originally started the 

business to increase the family income and to help her 

husband, Tuan Saiful Anuar Seliman who works as an 

excavator driver.

BACKGROUND OF COMPANY



CHART 

ORGANIZATIONAL



NUR AINI ZOLKEPELI

(FOUNDER OF NURRAYSA)

MASTER STOCKIST/ 
STOCKIST

NUR ELIZA BT 
MOKHTAR

AGENT DROPSHIP

STOCKIST

NUR ISLAH BT MUHD 
YUSRI

AGENT / DROPSHIP 

INTAN 
NOORASHIDAH BT 

OZAIZUL



Vision & Mission Nurraysa

VISION

To give birth to 1000 Millionaires in 2025.

MISSION

Our goal is to be leaders, build businesses to help 

more people become entrepreneurs and change their 

lives to reach their potential and be financially 

independent.



PRICE LIST
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TEASER



PROCESS OF POSTING ON FACEBOOK









SOFT SELL













HARD SELL
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion what I find social media is very

Provide a very effective and practical facility.

In terms of learning, I can assess how far my level is

To promote the film. I was also able to divide the time

I am to carry out promotional time on Facebook

Finally, for me, social media is important in ensuring

that every product can promoted.

As we know today is very dependent on the internet

and social media

So if you are good at using a given opportunity it will

Give you more customers. I also found that social

media is also very influential and requires the best and

most effective strategies to determine where social

media leads us to continue to be known.

???


